MATT!2411
LECTURE 2 Derivation of the heat equation .
(~ Section1.2 )
In this course wewill study roste, thee PDési
TC
heat,ware and Laplace equations.
• Today weare going to obtain the head equation from
physics, Mathematically, the equationis the same fa
diffusior pesslems, and indeed itis sometimes called the
diffension guation .
As opposed to the look,wewill first obtain the equation using
this second physical picture .
The diffusion gustia (12) us
Imagine a closed
which contains some pipe filled with water atrest,
chemical dissolved :
constant section ofarea A .

ul
It is known that the chemical substance tends to distribute
uniformly among the worden . Given the distribution of the
chennical at a certain time,we want to find a PoE that
goveens its evolution
Let's denete e(tot)= density of the chemicalat portica tend
S timine to
and consider an auditrary region of the pipe,i.e., choose two
points a and b : time t
Section A
Desity e(t,0) .
Ib
Now ,we look of the same region after a short time hoo :
time tth
Section A
Density eG,t+h).
ess
1 the conservation ofmass applied to the chemical in the
region [a,b ] tellsus that
« Mass
Mass in [a,b]
at time tth Mass in Los
= at time t ] Mass that
has come in Mass that "
has come out .

w
Let's model mathematicalls the terms o to :
o... In terms of the density,we can easily write the
mass in Laos ] at a centain instant &time.
densitya mass a Mass in Lail ] r
- as time ť- Jelagtugor .
in Lab
tere, sice we are assuming that the density is constat anong
cach section (ie,only depends on x ) and that the area of
the section is a constant A,we have that
Mass in I.15] Te Ges) Adx = A felex)dx.
at time t o - Volume
assa
areo
Similarly,
Mass in Lo,s ] dating
of the region
. The chemical can only come in or out
though the section af x = a and x =b .
Let's define the flux through a surface:
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1 $ (+ 6)
Flux ) §amount (of mass" ) per unit time flowing to the
right pee unit surface area .
Natice the sign convention :
656)> 0 & Flow going to the eight .
$(46)* 0 a Flow crossing to the left .
(e,t ) 6 (xoxo as flow S
( It is definedanalegansy forother physical guantities).
In summery,
mass
mass fleux ñtime area- - and thes
celtsentime
Telt both of
ola6(0,2 ) $(6,2 )
Mass that has
"Come in |$(wys.2)dAdi
Mass that Los
" come out" | $ (6.23,2 )dadr .
sectio
at b
we can
Again , since our problem is one-dinasinal
write this as follows .-13

gh G.oonde umpertany acestonososar .
and analoqanoly at x = b .
In conclusion , the conservation of mess is
Las
tah
Serendah=Alecast for one- co
lelaut dx = Al + A 6 (ar)de A6C6,e)d2 .
. We woud to obtain a. DE (partial differential guation),
sewe will get rid of the integrals.
First , scice we took hoowecan divide by ha
jelekah). (6)de= thecode-tho(Leide,
and since it was antitrary,wetakethe limit as hoo.
Sise(20)dx =$(o,t)-6(6,4),
where we have used the definition of partial derivative and
the fundamental theoren & olabe.
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Now ,wecan write o(a,b) -0 (6,6) = - 1 (x6)dx , so
Po(x6)dx = - | dx(x6) dx ,
and since the internal [a,b ]is actitrary aswell , it must
hold that
leoG6) =- $2(26)
2.) Modelling the flux ded)
It seeme natural to think that the chemical will have
(diffuse ) from regions of tigher concentration to regionswhere
there is less:
1. w across
The highen the density difference to accross the section Ax,
the greater the flux is. A good assumption,which has
been experimentally tested is to consider the flux to be
peoportional Chinese)with the derivative :
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16 (66)= -k (G) de ( y Fick's law of diffusion.
k ) = diffusinity
Many times the diffusivity is assumed tobeconstant,
k(x)=*,and then we finally obtain the diffusion guation:
Tee = kenalDiffusion aguation.
The heat equation (ed)
Now wewant to obtain a PDe fa the following physical
phenomhan considen arod with a contain temperature
distribution ata given time.Wewant to know how the temperature
distriontion charges in time.
As before,we procesd firen from an fundamental physics
preacjple: the conservation frags.
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1. lul
el Conservation of [thernal )ergo.
This timewewill writeit directly in the rate ofelege"
fam.
SitrationSituation. o n
only dependence in t .
Constant area sectica A .
- Lateral surfaces are insulted.
There can be some heat generated inside
Then, the energy conservation states that
rate of cleage mayo flowing exego flowing
& Cheat bago = into [a,b ] out of Cool ]
in time el
head genearted
pearit time
Remach : Notice that we could have written the mass corcuation
- principle in the rate ofalege fam .
•Let's define a heal neeso density: e(tt).
Then, aswe did before,we obtain that
1.

=
olas
time x aree
3. nalogous deffinition for head flax (themelnego )
b = l play.e.adó -($(b.,..b)di = A(6(2,6)-6(6.0)=
R
= -Alda(Goddx .
This term is new.We donde ala....o the head anga
Iper volume greated pen time,so
2 = {aca ,a6 IV = Afacenda .
The integral corevation low readsas follows:
e a Jees)dx = d(9.4)-660)+ faces de

so in differential forn itin
et =-6x + Q L (PDC?Whichisthe unknown ?
1. Weneed models fore and o. ..
2.) Modelling (constitutive laws).
1. Wewill write everything in terms of the temperature of the
cod:
•e(at)=(H)p(x)uCet temperature (Roughly,thetemperature 1
measures how fast indecades
nove,
the density measures"hew many
nolecules are there ,
and the specific head measures
Low " strong the molecules
GS
specific Coass)density
are .
L Fouria 's law of
Flex: 10(x,b) = -K (+)3 (66) heat conduction .
theinal conductivity.
(some interpretation then Fick's low ).
Q(at) is usually a given function (data).

When cek are consteals, and Q = 0 , we obtain the
head egration :
I kis called here I
theiral diffusinta,
[ue = kuna Heategnation
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